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Anyway any ham wants to have a separate antenna for
each of HF-Bands. But, very often the person has only
one antenna that compromised for several bands. The
same is for the author of the article. He tested lots
compromised antennas. However the best one was the
Five Band Antenna designed by UB5UG (References 1,
2).

The antenna may be modified with some improving in the
overall antenna performance. See below the
improvements.

OK1MC recommended tune the antenna on the used
band with help of a variable capacitor that is connected to
bridge on to the coaxial stub L3. Figure 1 shows the
method of the tuning.

Capacitor gives possibility to reach SWR less the 1.5:1.0
for all of the working bands of the antenna. Capacity of
the capacitor is close to 450- pF on the 80- meter Band.
Others bands require less capacity. Capacitor should
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has gap between the plates not less the 2- mm if used TX
with100- wtts output RF power.

UA4PA discovered that the efficiency of the antenna may
be improved on 40 and 80- meter Bands. It should be
done by lengthening of the vertical (and all counterpoises)
part of the antenna (L1) to length of 11.2- meter. Length
of the coaxial part L2 should be shortened (for coaxial
with dielectric with е=1.51) to 20.6- meter.

Overall improving of the efficiency may be made by
adding one resonance counterpoise (length lambda/4) for
the each working band of the antenna.

Next improving of the antenna was the added Antenna
Tuning Unit that was installed at the end of the stub L2.
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Figure 1 Modified Multiband UB4UG
Antenna

The ATU makes a good match of the
antenna with a TX output (SWR close to
1.0:1.0) and eliminates interferences from
TX to neighbour TVs and electronics
equipment.

Vertical part L1 of the antenna is grounded
that gives safety at the antenna operation.
Figure 2 shows the schematic of the ATU.
Coaxial cable (50- or 75-Ohm) with any
length can go from TX  to the ATU.

ATU should be preliminary tuned for each
bands. Below described steps for the ATU
tuning.

First step is: tune the circuit L1L2L3C2 to
resonance at each working band when TX
is disconnected from ATU. It made by a
selection of the needed inductance of the
inductor with help of a tap.

Figure 2 ATU for Antenna UB5UG

Plates of the capacitor C2 should be in the middle position. Then the
proper tap is connected to the switch S1B.

First step may be done with help of a GDO or HF-Generator with HF-
Voltmeter.
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Second step is tuning the ATU on minimum SWR with connected to this one the
coaxial going from the TX. SWR- meter is connected between the TX and ATU. By
selection of the tap at the inductors the tuning is performed. Then the proper tap is
connected to the switch S1A.

Final tuning of the ATU should be made at the working band on the transmitting
mode by maximum reading of the MA2 (5- milli-ampere). Inductor (it contains 3-4
turns any wire) connected to the circuit with MA2 placed near main inductor of the
ATU. MA1 is a thermo thermocouple HF amperemeter with max scale on 3-A.

Modified antenna (L1= 11.2- meter and with ATU) showed very good results on 40-,
20-, 15- and 10- meter Bands. The antenna works very satisfied on the 80- meter
Band.

Later, in Reference 3 there were described the design of the ATU and the data for
inductors. ATU made inside a metal box with dimension 280x210x210- mm.

Inductors L1, L2, L3 were sitting on porcelain insulators. MA1, MA2, S1, R1 and C2
are installed on the front panel. Figure 3 shows the schematic of the ATU with taps
marked on it. Table 1 shows data for the inductors.

Figure 3 Schematic of the ATU with taps marked on it

Later, in References 4,
UA4PA gave some
comments about the ATU.

1. Instead MA1
was installed an
usual
SWR/Power-
meter.

2. Instead MA2
with the
detector circuit
was used a
neon bulb.

3. Antenna is
disconnected
from the “hot”
end of the
matching
inductor and
connected with
a new added
third plate of the
S1 to the
selected taps of
the inductors. It
allows match
the antenna at
the all amateurs
HF-Bands, from
10 through 160-
meter.

4. ATU, described
here, may be
used for
matching almost
any antenna.
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Table 1 Data for the inductors

Inductor Numbers of the Turns OD of the Inductor,
mm

Length of the Winding Wire, mm

(AWG)

L1 24 49 45 1.2
(17- AWG)

L2 18 51 51 2.2
(12- AWG)

L3 9 35 105 3.0
(9- AWG)
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Just Antenna Tuner Porcelain Forms for Inductors
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